
Life in the Ocean
Let’s learn about our AMAZING ocean environment! 
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Key Learning
Name a variety of marine animals that live in the ocean.

Know why the ocean is so important and how we can 

look after it.

Learn about the key sustainability theme of plastic pollution 

and how it impacts the ocean

Learn about Global Goal: 12 - Responsible Consumption and Production
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Global Goals
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Hi Earth Cubs!


I’m Polly Pufferfish. 


I’m so excited to show you around the 

AMAZING ocean. 


My friends are full of COLOUR and we are so 

proud of our ocean home. 


Polly’s Letter!



I get really really MAD when I see plastic.


Plastic pollution is BAD for the ocean. 


It actually hurts my friends. 



We need to work together to help the ocean.


Rethink using plastic or use better plastic  

that’s recycled. 


We have one ocean, one planet that we ALL 

need to protect!. 



Polly Pufferfish
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Jazzy Jellyfish
Jellyfish are over 600 million  
years old.

Giant Clam
In the past, giant clams were 

nicknamed 'man-eating' clams, 

due to the belief that they ate 

divers whole!

Barracuda
Barracudas are powerful killers in 

the ocean, they attack their prey at 

high speeds. 

Tiger Shark
Tiger sharks eat ANYTHING 
from venomous sea snakes to 
man-made objects. 

Ribbon Eel
Ribbon eels are carnivores that 

prey on small fish and other  

marine creatures. 

Cuttlefish
Cuttlefish have not one, not two, 
but three hearts! 

Meet my ocean friends! 
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Map of the World

Tahiti

Can you find the ocean on the map?

How would you travel to Tahiti?



Down beneath the ocean 


From a drop of rain,


We are all one world


One ocean - it’s the same!



We must stop using plastic


And putting litter in the seas,


This helps every one of us


And the creatures will be pleased!    


Sing-a-long
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Why not add percussion instruments 

and make up a verse with the class?




Life in the ocean!
See the AWESOME marine animals that splash,  

shine and swim. 


Learn about what makes them utterly fish-tastic with 

cool facts and photos! 
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Presentation



Clicking clams Colourful coral
Swift sharks

How many fish can you see in  
the Earth Cubs App?

See how quickly you can find them! 

Welcome to the ocean
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Slippery eels

Glimmering 
ocean Dancing dolphins



Can you find the fish school  
in the Earth Cubs app?

Who is hiding in the coral?

Where can you go to dance?

Can you find where you can  
recycle in the Earth Cubs app?

Commotion in the ocean
So much hustle and bustle in the ocean. Let’s take a look. 
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Our beautiful blue planet!
70 % of our planet is covered by the ocean. 


We have SO much ocean we haven’t even explored all of it yet. 
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There are mountain 

ranges under the ocean! 

There are more 
artefacts and pieces of 
history under the 
ocean- than all the 
world’s museums put 
together! 

One million species of 
marine life live in the 
ocean! 



One  ocean!
We have ONE global ocean.


All oceans are connected! 

Water is vital for all living things. 

Humans and animals need it to live. 

Plants take water up through their roots.

EVERY drop of water you need comes from the ocean! 

Think about every time you use water.
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Brushing teeth Shower

Bath

Watering plants
Washing the dishes

Cleaning the dog

Things we use water for
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Condensation

Evaporation Precipitation

Collection

The water cycle
Water never leaves the Earth.


it moves around the ‘water cycle’. 


The water cycle is a journey of water. 


Oceans to rain, to streams, to rivers  

and back into the ocean. 
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Swimming

Snorkelling

Sailing Paddling

Can you draw yourself having fun in the ocean?

One  ocean!
The ocean is calming. 


Imagine waves lapping on the beach. 


It can help your mental health. 


It keeps us happy, healthy and more connected! 

There are so many FUN things to do in the ocean! 


It’s a special play for play and relaxation. 
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The ocean is our life support 

system. Humans need it to survive! 

The ocean gives us food. 


Many people rely on the 

ocean for fish. 


Fish gives humans protein.

The ocean gives us oxygen! 

We need oxygen to breathe. 

It gives us half the oxygen we need. 

The ocean EVEN helps the  

world’s climate.


It affects rainfall and 

temperature. 

Amazing ocean facts!
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Angelfish
Beautiful

Mantis shrimp
Strange

Lionfish

Crazy 

looking

Napoleon Wrasse
HUGE

Fire dartfish

Tiny

Tiger shark
Toothy Rectangular 

triggerfish

Colourful

Bottlenose dolphin
Playful

1 million species
There are 1 million species of ocean creatures! 
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Plastic pollution
Plastic is EVERYWHERE!
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Chairs Clothes Toys Bike

Pens Paint Money



Many plastics like straws and drink 

bottles are made to be used JUST once! 


These are called single use plastics and 

that’s not good for the planet!

Most rubbish in oceans comes from land.

Plastic pollution then gets washed all 
around the world’s oceans.
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Plastic makes me MAD!! 



How much plastic is in your home?

The Global Goals
Global Goals are the world’s to do list! 


A list to protect animals, plants and people.


A list to protect the planet.


There are 17 things to do on the list. 


Earth Cubs work with planet saving partners to work towards the goals! 
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Can you find plastic pollution 
in the Earth Cubs app?



Be a planet saver!
It doesn’t matter where you live on the planet, 


Under the sea, in a city or the countryside.


Plastic pollution is everywhere!  


One world, one ocean that is all connected. 


What happens in one part of the ocean will  

affect the other parts too! 


Water is everywhere, it’s life! 



RETHINK using plastic - use a different material instead


If you have to use plastic, use recycled plastic



Use better plastic that is recycled. 
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Buy a reusable  

shopping bag.

Use a reusable  

drinking cup.

Make your lunch without  
using plastic packaging.

Pick up litter!  
Even if it isn’t yours. Use pencils instead 

of biro pens.

Try a plastic free period 

- see if you can do it!

Be a planet saver!
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Plastic bag Plastic bottle Scissors String Colourful paint 

1 Cut the bottom of the plastic bottle. 

2 Paint a colourful pattern on the bottle. 
This will be the body of the jellyfish.

3 Cut the plastic bag into long, thin strips. 

4 Collect the pink string, tie the end to the 
plastic bag and feed into the bottle. 
Paint two eyes and a mouth! 

Make a Recycled Jellyfish
Create your own wibbly wobbly recycled jellyfish!
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Inside activity



1

Collect the items 
you need! 

2

Use the blue paint 
to create the shape 
of the body, start in 
the centre of the 
body and  
move outwards.

3

Use a paint brush 
to create eyes  
and fins!

Fork Blue and white paint Blue A4 paper

Make Polly PufferFish! 
Get creative and mad about plastic! 
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Inside activity



You will need

 Large space Chalk

Whale Fun
Use chalk to create a HUGE blue whale.
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Outside activity

1 Look at whale pictures for 
inspiration!

2 Draw your whale! What 
other things can you add to 
your picture? 



earthcubs.com

Play the FREE 
Earth Cubs app!


